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This image is of the newly born Rainbow Trout. Can you guess where they are? There are two.
Picture by Derick Muller

Fish Tank
By Gabrielle Timm and
Derick Muller
Fish are in the school.
Science teacher Mrs. Evans got
100-200 Rainbow Trout eggs on
February, Friday 11th. They are
shipped from the Pennsylvania Fish
Commission (PFC) in a Styrofoam
container with an ice pack. The bag
that the fish were in was designed to
have oxygen in there as well so they
could breath.
Mrs. Evans explained that "not all
of them survive the shipment
process. So we'll filter out the ones
that didn't make it."
Students may be curious if they
will be able to see the fish behave
like they do in the wild.

"I think so,” said Evans. “I think their
instincts are still the same. For
example, when I come near them,
they swim away. The only difference I
would think is that they are provided
with food every day, which might not
be the same in the wild. You know,
they'd be searching for it."
Mrs. Evans has been doing this
project for nine years, and for the
first seven years, students received
Brook Trout. Mrs. Evans doesn't
know whether the change in fish is
from the Brook Trout population
declining, or if the PFC and their
cooperating teachers didn't have a
good results with Brook Trout.
Additionally, for the last two years,
she wasn't able to get any trout for
her classroom due to the possibility
of shutdowns due to Covid.
With a more regular year in 2022,

Mrs. Evans is happy to be going back
to raising fish with her students,
regardless of the type.
A.P. Bio. students have the job of
caring for the fish, including feeding
them and tracking their growth.
Once they have reached maturity,
the fish will be released at Salt
Springs State Park.

Picture of Newborn Rainbow Trout
Picture taken by Haley Zapolski
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Featured articles
Meet Mr. Gatto
By Noe Cardenas

Although he is new to us, Mr. Gatto pulls from years of
teaching experience in New York state. Here in Montrose, he
is stepping in as our new Math Interventionist
What is this new math program?
"My class is for seventh and eighth graders to catch up on
the stuff they might have missed over the last year and a
half, with Covid absences and not being in school. I reinforce
what they are doing in [regular math] class,” says Mr. Gatto.
Flexibility is key as the content and even the classroom list
has changed over the course of the year.
Student attendance in the class is driven by academic
need. "It's different students for different days. Kids are
tested in and they can earn their way out if they improve
their math skills," Gatto explains.
It certainly is a relief to have Mr. Gatto‘s help as our
school recovers from the instability of the last few years!

Meet Mrs. Dempsey

Picture of the fish after a week of growth

By Jacqueline Cetta

Seniors
By Mackenzie Johnston
As has become something of a tradition the last three
years, seniors have had to wonder if they'll have a class
trip, a prom, or even a regular graduation by the end of
the year. The officers of the class of 2022 were willing to
discuss how the end of their year is looking, however,
and they are optimistic.
First of all, seniors - and juniors a well - have been
wondering if they'll have a prom this year at the end of
the school year. According to class of 2022 officers, they
are confident that we will be having a prom.
Cassidy Beeman, the secretary, said "...We are
definitely going to have one. It was a bit uncertain at the
beginning, but we are on for May 7!"

Meet Mr. Dragos

Mrs. Dempsey’s year was broken up this year by a leave of
three months for the birth of her daughter. She missed
teaching, but she also enjoyed the time off with her family.
She kept very busy with her three kids!
It's very hard teaching when she has a baby at home;
“One out of ten? It's a twenty-five,” Dempsey laughs. As a
parent (especially of an infant) she gets off work and then
starts another job caring for her children when she gets
home. You don't get a lot of sleep when you have a baby at
home, so that was a little hard to get used to, but; “It's worth
it.”
She didn't mind when people asked her about her new
baby, she actually liked it. She loves talking about her kids,
saying, “They are my best work.”

cont'd on page 3

By Aria'nna Sepulveda
Since the fall of 2021, Mr. Dragos has been the
physics teacher for Montrose High School, and he is
enjoying working through the curriculum - both
trying new things and sticking with some classics. As
someone who is brand new to teaching in general, it's
an exciting opportunity to be in your first full time
teaching job. When asked about his new classes, Mr.
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Seniors

On the same topic, Nicholas Harder could share
that a location had even been booked at The Inn at
the Abingtons in Clark Summit.
For the seniors class trip they'll be visiting Kalahari
Resort and Hershey Park according to class president,
Kerry Tometchko.
They will be going to Kalahari to enjoy the day and
spending the night there. Then, the next day, they'll go
to Hershey and spend the whole day in the
amusement park, returning home at the end of the
evening.
The seniors we spoke to were excited to visit these
places together as a class and make memories. Both
facilities, Kalahari and Hershey, promise to have
something for everyone. This will also be the first
senior trip in several years that has included an
overnight stay.
The last topic on the seniors’ mind is graduation.
So far, it looks as if that ceremony will be able to go
on as planned on June 11 in the MAHS stadium.
"We are going to try and buy all the seniors their
caps beforehand so that they all can decorate them,"
said Cassidy Beeman.
"I'm very excited about it...but I do have to say a
speech that I'm not excited for," said Kerry Tometchko
with a laugh.
The seniors have a lot of stuff planned soon and it
all seems like it will be full of opportunities to make
memories and end their high school career on a high
note! After the last two years of public health
impacting the plans, It will be nice if weather is the
only concern!

Meet Mr. Morey
By Alizé Riley

Mr. Morey is the new college and career coach. He
works mostly with juniors and sophomores.
“I help to develop plans for after they leave here, so
they hopefully have a better understanding of where
they want to go, what they want to do. We work on
setting up a solid plan to help them get there. Whether
that's through career planning, helping with a resume,
or interview kind of stuff.
"For college, we talk about finding the right school,
finance stuff as far as rules and guidelines to follow,
scholarship information, SAT or ACT information, and
what classes to take here in preparation.”
Mr. Morey also works with younger students, and
his room is in fact located in the junior high hallway: "I
teach the 8th-grade career class which is a part of their
rotation.”

cont'd on page 4
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Ms. Dempsey

A promotional photo of The Inn at the Abingtons in Clarks
Summit, where the prom will be held

If Mrs. Dempsey looks familiar, that’s because this is
not actually her first year teaching here at Montrose!
Mrs. Dempsey began her teaching career here at
MAHS and taught from 2012-2017. Her first placement
was at Lathrop Street where she worked in ESL for a year.
She then transitioned to working at the high school
teaching Family Consumer Science as well as ESL in 2013.
When her husband’s job took the family to the
Southern part of the state, Dempsey worked in
Philadelphia Centennial School District, located in Bucks
County.
However, once a Meteor, always a Meteor.
This year, she is happy to be back at Montrose as a
“new-ish” teacher. When it comes to starting the year with
a maternity leave, she has the following thought; “you
never get that time back with your kids, and it doesn't last
forever.”
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Mr. Morey

Thoughts from Mr. Powers

“Previously I worked at a college for a little bit as a lab
supervisor," Morey explained. "My undergrad degree was
in biology with a minor in math. So I was a lab supervisor
who kept and maintained, basically, the entire lab. I
taught biology, human anatomy, chemistry, and
microbiology labs. I was also a substitute teacher parttime which is where the passion to do what I do now
comes from.”
Mr. Morey originally went to college for med school
but didn't end up actually wanting to go for that as the
years continued. He saw there was a need for
counseling, took some classes, and really enjoyed it.
While he does love his job, it has its drawbacks at
times, as Morey shared.
"The content of what I do isn't difficult, it's just that
this is a brand new position so figuring out what works
and doesn't, while maintaining my class, is challenging. I
love my job! Of course, there are aspects that are difficult
with figuring out how to make things better. I'm starting
from scratch and building up from there. "

By Mr. Powers
High School Principal

A younger Mr. Dragos displaying his own wrestling medal
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Mr. Dragos

Dragos says he is happy to be taking over the class.
Obviously, that has also balanced with some nerves
from time to time.
"I've always wanted to do a physics class. It was my
major, and it's what I fell in love with in high school," he
explained.
When asked about what he and his students had
spent the year working on, he said it was similar to
years past.
"At the beginning of the year, we went over
dynamics, talking about more advanced stuff such as
electro magnetism, electricity, and optics." He said.
His words of advice for the new students taking his
class are to make sure you have a strong base in
algebra, and are ready to work hard and do well.

One of my heroes is Mike Rowe… you know, the
Dirty Jobs guy. He is also the voice of popular shows
like Deadliest Catch and Shark Week. His personal
story is inspiring and I encourage you to read about
him. On my first day as an administrator, I hung a copy
of his S.W.E.A.T. Pledge in my office. I look at it every
day. The pledge consists of twelve statements
focusing on topics such as hard work, responsibility,
optimism, and gratitude. Statement ten resonates
with me as I think about the last two years. It was
great advice long before March 2020 and continues to
be relevant as we move forward.
“I believe that I am the product of my choices – not
my circumstances. I will never blame anyone for my
shortcomings or the challenges I face. And I will never
accept the credit for something I didn’t do.”
As we head into the final stretch of the school year
and a much anticipated and largely mask-free spring, I
am reminded of just how resilient and adaptable our
students and community have been in the face of
anxiety-inducing uncertainty and discord. Whether or
not we’ve always focused on choices over
circumstances, or used the pandemic as an excuse, I
think Mike Rowe has some pretty sound advice for us,
pandemic or no pandemic.
I can’t say I followed his advice every second over
the last two years, but I have tried not to blame the
pandemic for my own shortcomings. I have tried not
to feel sorry for myself. I have paraphrased this quote
in several ways while trying to teach and empower
students as well. They have heard me say things like
“that might explain, but it doesn’t excuse,” or “don’t let
the pandemic define you.” The bottom line is that the
decisions we make… how we act, how we react to
adversity, and whether or not we get up after we fall
down, …are ours and ours alone. As we build on our
strengths and learn from our mistakes, hopefully, we’ll
all do everything we can to take responsibility for our
actions, control what we can and not worry about
what we can’t.
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Final Thoughts
Important Upcoming Dates
Asian Pacific American Heritage Month All of May
Cinco de Mayo - May 5
Mother’s Day - Sunday, May 8
Last Day of School for MAHS - Tuesday, June 7

Chicago's River in March dyed green for St. Patrick's Day.

Quotes of the Edition

Chicago's River

By Mackenzie Johnston
St. Patrick’s Day may have come and gone, but the
staff of The Rundown had a lingering question:
What’s the deal with the green rivers for the holiday’?
Some research into one of the most famously green
rivers followed.
Since 1962, in Chicago, they have dyed their river
green every year. That’s about 60 years. The dying takes
place between Columbus Drive and State Street.
The river is dyed with a vegetable-based dye. It takes
about 40 pounds of dye to dye the whole river, and dye
is spread by two or three motorboats, one with the dye
and one or two to churn the water. It only takes about
20-45 minutes for the whole river to be turned green.
This is not, however, the way things started. They
first started with 100 pounds of chemicals that were
harmful to the water. However, safety concerns
persisted. They then switched to safe non-toxic
vegetable dye and lowered it to 40 pounds of dye.
After some serious trial and error, officials
determined the magic number of about 25 pounds of
dye bringing 1 day of green water.
Nowadays, the river holds the green color for about
two days, but it only stays vibrant green for about five
hours.
The exact formula for this orange powder (yes, the
powder is orange until it mixes with the water) is not
known. It is kept top-secret to everyone. It all costs
about $1,000 .
Crowds gather around the river just to get a glimpse
of the river being turned green and to see the parade
followed behind it.
This is a great tradition for Chicagoans that everyone
flocks to just for a little glimpse. If you ever go to
Chicago around St. Patrick's Day be sure to check this
out.

"They're magically delicious!"
- Lucky the Leprechaun

The Rundown Staff
“Describing her first day back in grade
school after a long absence, a teacher
said, It was like trying to hold 35 corks
underwater at the same time.”
– Mark Twain
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